UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA

Notification No. CSR/31/19

It is notified for information of all concerned that the Syndicate at its meeting held on 08.8.2019 (vide Item No.21), subsequently confirmed by the Syndicate 27.08.2019 (Item No.01) approved certain amendments of the existing "Admission and Examination Regulations" for three-year semester wise B.B.A. (Honours) course of study under CBCS (notified earlier under this University Notification No.CSR/07/18 dt. 30.5.2018), as laid down hereunder:

Amendments:

Semester-I:

"Environmental Studies (paper code -BBAA101AE1)" be replaced by "Business Communication (paper code-BBAA101AE1)".

Semester-II:

"Business Communication (paper code-BBAA201AE2" be replaced by "Environmental Studies (paper code-BBAA201AE2)".

Semester-III:

"Information Technology for Business (paper code-BBAA305SE1)" be replaced by "Information Technology for Business (Theory:50+Practical:50) (paper code BBAA305SE1)"

The above shall take effect from the academic session 2019-2020.

However the students of the academic session 2018-2019, who appeared or were eligible to appear either at Semester -1 or 2 or both, will follow the unamended CSR/07/18, dt. 30.5.2018, for reappearing or appearing at semester-1 and 2 or both and will follow the above amendment from semester -3 examination onwards.
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